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0. Within Romance linguistics the diphthongs present a problem of
long standing both for what concerns the cause of their existence and the
way in which they developed in their phonetic reality. Particularly the dif-
ference between the falling diphthongs (e.g. OFr. e;^ from VLt. e) and the
rising ones (e.g. OFr. y£ from VLt. §_ ) has caused extensive debate (cf.
Spore 1972). This note attempts to formulate the basic issue at stake in
the Romance phenomenon of diphthongization and to consider them in the light
of various interesting approaches to diphthongization put forvrard in the
recent literature.
1. Three different attempts at elucidating diphthongization —
Labov, Yaeger and Steiner (1972) (henceforth LYS); Andersen (1972); Stampe
(1972) — all appeared in the same year. A brief summary of these studies
will make it possible to appreciate their importance with respect to the
Romance problem.
In LYS the emphasis is put on the empirical foundations of the
surface phonetic description of diphthongs in connection with their socio-
linguistic embedding (variation, variable conditioning, and apparent time
evolution within the various dimensions in one speech community). The en-
suing framework hypothesizes general tendencies for vovrels understood as
being locked into a system subject to chainshifts which involves both mo-
nophthongs and diphthongs. So-called peripheral vowels ( {+peripheral} is
one manifestation of {+tense} , i.e. extreme vocalic articulation in terms
of extreme Fl and F2 values compared with 'normal' articulations of the same
vowels) are distinguished from non-peripheral (=lax) ones. Within vocalic
subsystems (monophthongs, diphthongs of various kinds), three basic ten-
dencies are identified as relevant in chainshifts:
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(1) (a) peripheral vowels rise (e.g. ej_ > i : )
(b) non-peripheral vowels fall in upgliding diphthongs (e.g. iy > ey >
?y )
(c) back vowels become fronted (e.g.u> ii>i) (?• 106/7)
Three additional principles define vocalic behavior across different subsys-
tems in situations of chainshift:
(2) (a) tense/long vowels may develop inglides while rising from mid to
high (cf . (la) ; e.g. e^ > i:9 )
(b) high ingliding vowels become monophthongized (excluding the ones
from (2a)), non-low. tense monophthongs become upgliding diphthongs
(e.g. i:9 > i: ; e^. > e( : )y )
(c) maximally open upgliding diphthongs may become tense/long mono-
phthongs (e.g. a( : )y > £1 °^ S:i. ^ ^P* ^^^^
The crucial aspect of this framework describing vocalic space is the fact
that the monophthongal and the diphthongal manifestations of vowels are
lumped together into one coherent system subject to chainshifts within each
subsystem or across such subsystems (cf. p. 219" Fig. 5-1.2). As the prin-
ciples in (2) state there is mobility between ingliding, upgliding, and mo-
nophthongal forms of vowels; the rising diphthongs are also comprised in the
picture, but, as their absence from (2) indicates, they remain marginal in
LYS.
Andersen (1972) sees diphthongization as a much broader phenomenon,
including not just the commonly accepted vowel-plus-glide manifestations, but
all intrasegmental variation affecting syllabics and syllable slopes. He de-
fines diphthongization as intrasegmental variation of an othen^rise distinc-
tive feature ranging over its two polar values in such a way that the un-
marked value of this feature in the given context is always first (23), and
the marked value follows in second position within the heterogeneous segment.
This primary (phonetic) diphthongization may be followed by phonological
polarization such that the originally single segment changes to a sequence
of segments. Concentrating on the vocalic diphthongs involving a glide, the
intrasegmental distribution principle of 'unmarked - marked' , plus an axoxi-
liary principle identifying the more sonorous element of the diphthongal se-
quence as the normal center of syllabic intensity ('intensity shift', 2U),
assiire a particular linear order for the glide in relation to the vowel.
For a phonetic diphthongization yielding the segmental diphthongs ^ei)
,
'^
ie^
, ^e^ , ^ ^e^ this system predicts the respective surface interpretations
{ei}- {ie} •. {eq} > {i§} ; {§e} > {§1} .
The framework of Natural Phonology (cf. Stampe I969) organizes vo-
wels basically in the space formed by the axes of sonority (high - mid - low
vowels; i.e. i-£-l.> oru-£- oe ) and of color (palatal-labial-, four
chromatic types are defined: (l) achromatic = non-palatal, non-labial; e.g.
*. > X » A ^ (2) monochromatic = labial; e.g. u.» o^, i ; (3) monochromatic =
palatal; e.g. i_, £, £ ; (it) bi chromatic = palatal and labial.- e.g. u, £, oe )
The fundamental tendencies of vowels in this space are described by innate
processes such as raising (preferably affecting chromatic vowels- e.g. £i_ >
ei > ii_ ), lowering (affecting achromatic vowels; e.g. ii^ > Ai. ^ ai ) ,
bleaching (affecting lax vowels preferentially; e.g. ij^ > ii. '
°ii. > ^ )>
and a number of other such processes (cf. Miller 1972). Circumscribed by
these natural tendencies of monophthongal vowels the phenomenon of context-
free diphthongization is described by Stampe by the formulation in (3):
(3) Diphthongization
chromatic .'high 1
,, 14. I
-»• {-tense} {-syl}V Itense I
I J
i.e., the higher and tenser a chromatic vowel, the more likely it is that
such a syllabic segment may split up into a lax syllabic phase followed by
a non-syllabic segment. The primary effect of this diphthongization is the
sequential polarization of sonority vs. color characteristics of the source
monophthong. Some such diphthongizations include e.g. e_|_ > ei_ , ij_ > ii_
,
o
:
> ou , uj_ > uu , etc. The non-syllabic segment will keep its optimum
shape of a glide for accentuating color, whereas the syllabic segment will
follow the path of normal vowels in terms of potential bleaching, lowering,
and other such processes (cf. the illustrations under these headings above).
In the Great Vowel Shift of English, Stampe (1972:583) postulates evolu-
tionary chains such as the one in (U) :
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(U) i: > ii > ei > Ai > ai
involving the steps diphthongization > lowering > bleaching >
lowering
These three approaches outlined above are motivated by largely dif-
ferent underlying questions., and they describe only partially overlapping
data. In particular, they differ in their account of the characteristics of
the different types of vocalic diphthongs: Only LYS distinguish clearly
between ingliding, upgliding, and rising diphthongs, whereas in Stampe (1072)
only upgliding diphthongs are mentioned; Andersen (19T2) treats again all
three types, but he assigns totally different underlying causes to ingli-
ding vs. upgliding and rising diphthongs . To what extent then can these
approaches offer insight into the Romance problem of upgliding vs. rising
diphthongs? For the purpose of discussing this question, it will be useful
to introduce here the necessary basic data from the history of the Romance
languages
.
II. From the Vulgar Latin vowel system (which is at the basis
of most Romance languages; cf. (5)), characterized by three vocalic heights
with one front and one back series, the two chromatic low vowels, stressed
^ and 2_, imderwent generally diphthongization to y£ and w$ respectively at
an early time (arguably starting not later than between III and V century
AD; cf. Spore 1972:306-2it) . The relevant language-specific conditions for
the application of this diphthongization rule are given in (6).
(5) VLt. stressed vowels / i e q a. q o u /
Diphthongization: q > yq ; q > vq
(6) Conditions for Diphthongization
(a) everywhere under stress (e.g. Castilian)
(b) in open syllable under stress (e.g. French, Italian)
(c) before high vowel (segment) under stress (e.g. Southern Italian)
The examples in (?) illustrate the different possibilities vrith typified
forms
.
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(7) (a) §_>§. ^^ open syllable before non-high final vov:el:
VLt. p§de > Cast, p{ye}; It. p{y§}de.: Fr. r{ye}- Sit. p{|}de
VLt. r9ta > Cast. r{ue}da: It. r{w9}ta: (OFr. c{w|}r from VLt. "cgre);
Sit. r{9}ta
7
(b) ^, £ in open syllable before high vowel :
VLt. b^nu > Cast. b{we}no- It. b{v;9}no Sit. b{TrQ}nu, b{u}nu
(c) £, £ in checked syllable before non-high final vovel:
VLt. f|sta > Cast. f(ye}sta; It. f{|}sta; Fr. f{|}te Sit. f{§}sta
VLt. grgssa > Cast, griwelsa- It. gr{9}ssa- Fr. gr{9}sse: Sit. gr{o}ssa
(d) I.S 2. in checked syllable before high vovrel:
VLt. v|ntu > Cast. v{ye}nto: It. v{|}nto' Sit. v{yf }ntu,v{£}ntu
VLt. grQssu > Cast. gr{ire}so* It. gr{9}sso- Fr. gr{6}s' Sit. grfwp/ssu,
grCulssu
The environmental conditions in (6a-c) are widely different since
they refer to syllable type (cf. (6b)), to phonetic content of contextual
segments (cf. (6c)), and to general absence of serjuental regulatory environ-
ments (cf. (6a)). In addition, in languages characterized by environmental
restrictions of type (6a) or (6b) , a segmental environment typical of umlaut,
i.e. a following high segment ^ , prevents diphthongization of ^ and ^.
These were apparently raised to e_ and q respectively, removing them from the
scope of the (later) diphthongization rule. Thus the lunlauting environment
operates both as a trigger for diphthongization (in languages of type (6c)),
and as a prohibitive condition in other languages (cf. (8)).
(8) VLt. f9lya > Cast. h{6>ja, not * h^fel.ja
OProv. f{w|}lha, not ^-figllha in certain dialects
The important aspect of this diphthongization is that whatever the lanruage-
particular situation, if there was diphthongization of §_, £, it is generally
not possible to document or even reasonably reconstruct a primitive stage
where the result of the initial diphthongization would have been an ingli-
ding or an upgliding diphthong: thus it must be assumed that these cases
started out already as rising diphthongs.
A smaller number of Romance languages (a subset of those which un-
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derwent the diphthong! zation of J_, §) knew a second, later round of diph-
thongizations affecting the mid vowels e_, o, less frequently a, rarely i_,
Q
u. The first results here show invariably upgliding diphthongs (e_ > ei
,
£ > ou) . The environmental condition is uniform in that this diphthongi-
zation happens in open syllable under stress as in (9).
(9) VLt. vela > OFr. v{ey}le > v{6y}le
VLt. amore > OFr. am{6w}r
VLt. pane > OFr. p{ay}n
The crucial question is whether this primordial difference between rising
and upgliding diphthongal results is significant, i.e. why there are (al-
most) no cases of £ > |^ and/or £ > jr£ . Or must it be attributed to chance
that the results look as they do in Romance?
III. Within Romance linguistics, F. Schiirr developed an inter-
pretation of this problem in a series of articles and monographs. He ar-
gues that the difference between the ascending and the descending diphthongs
(rising vs. upgliding) is highly significant: As demonstrated by the uni-
form environment of the open syllable for the falling diphthongs , only
this situation can be regarded a 'spontaneous' diphthongization not trig-
gered by any directly identifiable segmental context (taking syllable le-
vel information such as stress to be non-segmental) . The reason for this
spontaneous diphthongization is to be sought in the attested lengthening of
stressed vowels in op^n syllable. On the other hand;the ascending diphthongs
from !_, £ are claimed to be the result of sermental environmental induction,
namely by the following high vowel as in (6c) (either Cl.Lt. ~i_ or ;r-u or
else ^).But for Schiirr all diphthongization of £, £ in Romance started out as
a type (6c) umlauting diphthongization with subsequent heavy restructu-
ring of the environment to yield in addition to some preserved specimens
of umlaut diphthongization (such as part of the Southern Italian dialects)
also the more widespread generalized diphthongizations (6a) and (6b) (e.g.
Spanish and Italian, respectively). The phonetic function, and thus the ori-
gin., of the breaking of the vowel into a rising diphthong would be the anti-
cipation of the high articulation of the (usually) final vowel across one
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syllable into the initial phase of the stressed syllable, actually n type
of glide insertion process resulting from a persistent slip of the tongue
(cf. Froml^in 19Tl). Schiirr's two crucial claims then are that umlaut must
yield a rising diphthong (if the result is a diphthong at all), and that
spontaneous diphthongization is always falling (presumably upgliding or in-
gliding).
Fitting Schiirr's account of Romance diphthongization into either
the framework of Natural Phonology or of LYS leads to the recognition tliat
there is general agreement as to the spontaneous /natural diphthongization:
It is due to lengthening/tensing/peripherality , and it leads to upgliding
diphthongs, at least for the mid vowels luider discussion here (cf. (3) and
(2c) above). For the Romance ascending diphthongs the provisions of Natural
Phonology are (not yet) sufficient if it should be the case that this umlaut
diphthongization of §_, q_ represents a universally valid tendency (=natural
process) for vowels: in the absence of any compelling evidence it might be
better to assume that we are dealing with an idiosyncratic aspect of the Ro-
mance situation, a non-natural rule of unknown origin: In this v/ay it would
be comprehensible why this change affects exclusively low chromatic vowels
(and not { !high} ones as postulated in (3)), and why it yields the reverse
order for the syllabic and the non-syllabic elements in the resulting diph-
thong. LYS are not able to offer much more help either: The subsystem of ri-
sing diphthongs is claimed to be connected to the one of ingliding vowels
(cf. Fig. 5-1,2 and corresponding discussion 226-8), but the supporting data
are taken from Romance and are consequently not independently convincing
(226). For LYS the speculative origin of jr£ from ^ might be as in (lO):
(10) |: > (?) |:3 > e:a > i:9 > (?) ye
by ingliding, raising of peripheral vowels, syllabicity adjustment
17hatever the Justification of this chain of changes in general (the same
hypothetical evolution has some currency in Romance linguistics, cf. Alar-
cos Llorach 1968:222-1+-, cf. also the mentioned variation in the Southern
Italian results in (T)) this type of evolution cannot be accepted as cor-
rect for all those Romance languages which preserved the original distinction
between £ and £, o-and §_ even in the diphthongs: Italian shows {y^} and
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{vg} , not *{ye} and ""'{wo}. Clearly an explanation or even adequate descrip-
tion is lacking. On the other hand, for what concerns Natural Phonology, it
is important to take into consideration that this framework is able to make
correct predictions as to the evolution of the syllabic segment not only of
upgliding diphthongs (for which it is adapted) but also for rising ones
(which it does not recognize otherwise)- coloring, raising, lowering, blea-
ching can be transposed from the 'natural history' of one type of vocalic
subsystem (in the sense of LYS) to another. Thus in Castilian, the diph-
thongization of ^, £ results in ^[e_ and we_r, but the result w£ is not imme-
diate. Older stages of Castilian, and still modern phases of surrounding
dialects (cf. Menendez Pidal 1950:121-39,1^^-52), show the alternate mani-
festations wo, wa, wo, sometimes even in free variation. Beside
^J. there
is dialectally also ya attested, however not -yo. These alternate forms can
be understood as the result of an evolution §_ > ;^ > yA_ > ^n_ by the pro-
cesses of diphthongization, bleaching,, and lowering. In a parallel way the
back series would consist in this chain: g_ > \tq > wA > to or we by the
processes of diphthongization, bleaching, and lowering or coloring: we > wo
by color assimilation (?) (cf. Stampe 1972 and Miller 1972, 1973 for similar
evolutionary chains concerning falling diphthongs). Thus the validity of he
predictions about the evolution of the syllabic elements in diphthongs does
not depend in this framework on the linear arrangem.ent of the vowel and the
glide elements. For LYS the single subsystems are more autonomous in terms
of being subject to different particular processes, i.e. in their interpre-
tation a falling diphthong, consisting of V G , and a rising one, G V , usual-
ly do not exhibit the same evolutionary behavior for what concerns the
vowel; rather the subsystem difference is more crucial (cf. LYS 1972:219-28).
Yet the same range of surface variation in the manifestations of rising
diphthongs can be described in the LYS approach as in Stampe 's. In LYS the
evolution of wo to we would be understood more as a chainshift (wo > T-ra >
wa > vae > w£ > we) consisting of non-peripheral lowering followed by pe-
ripheral raising of the syllabic element (cf. their pattern 1: Fig.H-l)
according to the principle (ic) that back vowels get fronted. This same prin-
ciple also accounts for the non-attested resvilt "'^'yo from ^ : front vovrels
do not get backed without specific circumstances. So for both Natural Pho-
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nology and LYS the major problem is the unsolved origin of the rising diph-
thongs of Romance, and the fact that these diphthongizations do not consti-
tute generally a fragment of a larger, coherent chainshift involving vowels.
Andersen's account presents another problem with respect to the Ro-
mance data. For any diphthonc^ization it must first be determined which dis-
tinctive feature is at the basis of the phonetic polarization. Consider the
12
specifications for e_ and §_ as A.ndersen (1972) would present them:
(ll) e : {+vocalicr +tns • -dif- -comp- -grv: -flat}
§ : {+vocalic-, +tns ; -dif- +comp: -grv -flat}
The resulting phonetic diphthongs include thus all of the manifestations •
shown in (12)
.
13
(12) Possible segmental diphthongs'
phonetic diphthongization of:
from VLt. /e/ consisting in the
{ +vocalic}
{+tense}
{-diffuse}
{-compact}
{-grave}
{-flat}
(b) Possible segmental diphthongs from VLt. /|/ consisting in the
phonetic diphthongization of:
{+voc}
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rising and /e/ the upgliding diphthong I Possibly this is due to an imperfec-
tion in the featiire system employed; consider e.g. the consequence of repla-
cing the feature {ivocalic} with {tsyllahic}. A phonetic diphthongization
along this axis will naturally yield the series of upgliding diphthongs
i > ii > i^ •; £ > ee > ey_ \ §_ > ^q > ^e. > ?y . On the assumption of a diffe-
rent markedness status of syllabicity rhe diphthongization of /§/ could even
yield the rising diphthong y£:£>??>es.>xS.- However the problems
with this account of diphthongs are 'numerous : The validity of the feature
system, the correctness of the markedness distribution, and the indetermi-
nacy as 'to which distinctive feature produces an actual diphthong (cf the
diffuseness and compactness diphthongizations in (l2b)) — all three of these
independently hypothetical components of phonological structure are simulta-
neously open to criticism. Thus it will not be possible to come to any co-
herent conclusion about diphthongization due to the number of uncontrolled
II4
covariables. The one feature where Andersen's account seems to be more
motivated than either Stampe's or LYS's is that Andersen is not forced to
treat diphthongization as a fragment of a chainshift in the vocalic space:
This is exactly the situation of Romance j_, q_.
IV. There are some interesting data bearing on the issue of the
spontaneity/naturalness of rising vs. upgliding diphthongs in Romance. Straka
(1959) presents evidence that in French, Czech, and other languages the ef-
fect of (extreme) lengthening of vowels in open syllable is to break these
overlong (={ .'tense}) vowels in such a way as to produce an offglide which
consists in a raised articulation after {-low} vovzels , i.e. producing an \ip-
gliding diphthong, and "in a lowered articulation after {+low} vowels, i.e.
producing an ingliding diphthong; thus i :
:
> i:i > i:i ; e:
:
> e:e >
e:i ; but q:
:
> ^:ae > £:a ; etc. All such diphthongs are falling (upgliding
or ingliding) as predicted by Schiirr and stated by Stampe. Stral^a interprets
this situation to mean that diphthongization, if spontaneous, produces fal-
ling diphthongs- the difference between the upgliding and the ingliding re-
sults of {-low} vs. {+I0W} vowels is claimed to be the starting point for
the end result of rising diphthongs from the {+low} vowels. Straka thus pos-
tulates an intimate relationship between ingliding and rising diphthongs
,
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in the same way as LYS (cf. (2) above, and their Fig.5-li2). An example of
such spontaneous diphthongization producing ingliding manifestations for
^, S_ is offered by Schiirr (1918-I9.II : 50-3)
.
(13) Spontaneous diphthongization of §_, £ in Modern Romagnolo (SE corner
of Po basin, Italy)
(a) /I/ Imola: frad{f:}l , burd{|:}l
Faenza: frad{ae9}l
,
burd{ae°}l
Ravenna: frad{|3}l , t{|^}ra (coTintryside)
Meldola: b{§:}l or b{f9}l ; b{f:}la or b{^}la
Cesena: frad{ae}l
,
burd{ae}l
, b{ae}l(a)
(b) /q/ Imola: k{q
Forli: k{a
Imola: k{9
}1 , n{q:}ster
}1 , n{a:}ster
}1 or k{q^}l , n{q:}ster or n{Q^}ster
(countryside)
For Schiirr it is however clear that this type of diphthoiigization cannot
lead to a rising diphthong (cf. Schiirr I918-I9.II :l-l8o) . But this claim
cannot be upheld in the face of some other data from Southern France (dia-
lect of Querigut). This particular local dialect of Provencal described by
Seguy (195^) shows spontaneous diphthongization of its vowels £, £ under
length and stress. The results vary on an intra-speaker and intra-iter. basis
between a monophthong and a full rising diphthong. Consider the data in (l^).
(lU) Diphthongization in Querigut (Provencal):
(a) /f/ pikar:el , kur:e , p:e p.e {<?:}
pe : e , kiire : : e { e| : }
sulye : : e , kiire : : e { e| : }
(no examples) iy^'-)
(b) /§/ k:6p , m.ort , :oli {9:}
ratiso:dm , ak:o:6a {09:}
ratis6::6m , tr6;6p {09:}
defw:6ra , mw:drt {\rg:]
(Seguy 195^:309)
As a consequence it cannot be taJten for granted any longer, following Straka
(1959), that any spontaneous diphthongization of £, £ must result in a fal-
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ling (=ingliding) diphthong; the dialect of Querigut offers a case where at
least within the range of precision of impressionistic transcription, free
variation between a long monophthong and a rising diphthong is docvimented.
This constitutes evidence against Straka's interpretation of the lengthening
effect on vowels as a universal in phonetic space: It may, or may not, he
the case that low vowels produce ingliding diphthongs and non-low vowels
yieldupgliding ones. The same data also destroy Schiirr's universal claim
that spontaneous diphthongization cannot yield a rising diphthong-, on the
other hand, the claim that rising diphthongs may be the result of umlaut is
not affected.
In addition to the cases where §_ breaks up into a diphthong of ri-
sing or upgliding character, it is also possible to document 'spontaneous'
diphthongization of §_ to an upgliding diphthong. This happened in the Fran-
coprovengal dialect of Charmey (Fribourg, Switzerland) as reported by Gau-
chat (1905) and Hermann (1929). Gauchat noted for §_ the realiztions ^ , ^ ,
and ^ with the oldest speakers most consistently using the monophthong and
the youngest ones the diphthong §y (39-^2). Hermann caught a slightly more
advanced stage of this diphthongization with fiirther elimination of the ori-
ginal monophthong; the ^ of Gauchat had in the meantime acquired a lowered
variant aey (e.g. v{§}t '\,v{f^}t '^ v{§y}t '^ v{aey}t 'il voit'; cf. Hermann
1929:211-2). On the back side, the 3. in "the already existing diphthong wg^
(e.g. pwQrta ) had developed bet^-reen the study of Gauchat and the one by Her-
mann a frequent variant wag in parallel to the slightly earlier evolution of
a to ao (Gauchat 1905:^*2-7 ; Hermann 1929:208-10); thus a rising diphthong
may further break in its syllabic part into an upgliding diphthong. The sig-
nificant aspects are the fact that §_ and q^ can also yield .upgliding diph-
thongs in addition to rising and ingliding manifestations, and that ^ and q_
may diphthongize without any further vocalic changes talcing place in their
potential chainshift area of the vocalic subsystem.
V. Not only is it the case that the type of diphthong resulting
from a spontaneous diphthongization of £, q_ is unpredictable in terms of pre-
sent knowledge about this problem, but it is also well known from the histo-
ry and dialect variations of Romance languages that rising and ingliding
diphthongs frequently substitute for each other over time and space. A typi-
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cal case is the history of French; cf. (15)
(15) French diphthong evolution:
1

200
The examples for these processes are taken in this instance from diph-
thongal developments discussed in Stampe (1972) rather than from the nono-
phthongal chains typically observed in language learning as discussed in
Miller (1972). This choice is however not crucial.
In this formalism {If(x)} stands for 'more f(x)' as indicated in the
interpretation following (3): cf. Stampe 1972:581.
Ingliding diphthongs are laxness diphthongizations in his framework,
v:hereas the other two diphthong types result indirectly from the diphthon-
gization of some tonality or sonority feature: cf. below (ll) (12) for
some discussion. — Other views of diphthongization as glide insertion
(e.g. Harris 1969:l6l-3 for Spanish, or Haudricourt-Juilland 1970:it&-57
for Romance) constitute rough descriptions of historical correspondences,
but not of actual evolution; thus they cannot assume explanatory function.
For basic information about Romance diphthongization, cf. Lausberg 19*53:
9§l68-82: this is also the source of the Romance illustrations unless
otherwise indicated. Cf. also Spore (1972) for discussion of different ap-
proaches to diphthongization in the history of Romance linguistics.
7Only conveniently representable examples have been included in these
illustrations; e.g. VLt . vgntu yields in OFr. vant due to the nasal conso-
nant and thus is not topical in this context. The Sit. dialects show both
rising diphthongs such as y^ and high monophthongs or ingliding diphthongs
such as ij_ or i:9 in response to unlaut environments. Only the rising diph-
thongs have evidential force in this context due to the imprecise informa-
tion available on the history and present conditions in these dialects,
especially for what concerns the ingliding diphthongs.
Q
In the context of the fact that Castilian has generalized diphthongi-
zation of £, ^ in any environment, whereas Old Provencal does not have any
diphthongization of £, 3. outside of this situation. (Cf. (6), (7) above).
9 . . .
The case of VLt. u > u in various Romance languages interferes with
what might otherwise be a diphthongization: even this change has repeated-
ly been identified as a diphthongization: cf. Stampe (1972:507). Tlie evi-
dence is in general negative for this inteimretation. Cf. also LYS (lOO,
19*^-7) for some discussion of the Romance situation, and in particular the
high vowels.
'"^Cf. especially Schurr 1910-19, 1956a, 1956b, 1962. The following ac-
count is based mainly on Schurr 1956b. Cf. Spore (1972:290-5) for a nega-
tive assessment of Schurr 's position within Romance linguistics.
The fact pointed out earlier (cf. (8) above) that umlaut had as its
result not only diphthongs but also raised monophthongs is interpreted by
Schurr to mean that these monophthongs are monophthongized reflexes of
earlier rising diphthongs, he supports this hypothesis vrith explicit data
from Romagnolo (1918-19.11:131-08). An interesting claim deriving from
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this position is that once diphthongization has affected a vowel it will not
be possible for this vowel to revert to its exactly same monophthongal
form; remonophthongization implies the application of some assimilative
processes (e.g. f_ > . . . > j^ > ^ > e_) . Thus in the case of Tuscan dia-
lects, especially modern Florentine, where the earlier diphthongization of
5_ > w^ is now lost and q_ is restored, the change can be observed not as a
tendential monophthongization (which shoul<i yield some other result) but
as an outright deletion of w (cf. De Mauro 19d3:390).
12 ^ ^
The situation for §_, o_ is the same mutatis mutandis. The postulated
tenseness of e_ and £ is not ascertainable independently the fact that these
vowels did occur long and stressed in the same environments (open syllable)
after the collapse of Classical Latin vowel quantity distinctions seems to
support the position tal^en here.
13
The Judgments determining marked vs. unmarked values for the single
features follow the examples set in Andersen (1972)- even if the linear
order of the polarized features should be reversed, there is no way that a
rising diphthong covild be derived from §_.
Ik
Other problematic aspects of Andersen's approach are his treatment
of the difference between the various types of diphthongs (cf. fn (5)
above); the basic inability to explain any chainshift phenomena if they do
occur (cf. however the advantage of this position indicated in the text):
and the virtual exclusion of triphthongs as natural extensions of diphthongs
(cf . below for Charmey wg_ > vaQ ; or OFr. flC > ?oC > gapC > ^auC > eauC >
eoC > oC ; cf. Pope 1952:§§388, 502, 5^+0)
.
"..
'
The phonetic transcription in the right margin follows the system
used in this paper: the other data are given according to Seguy (l95'+):
£, 6 = mid vowels; £» £ = low vowels: length can be _^ (short), j_ (long),
:: Toverlong); these length symbols precede the relevant segment (308).
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